A naming protocol assigns unique names (keys) to every process out of a set of communicating processes. We construct a randomized wait-free naming protocol using wait-free atomic read/write registers (shared variables) as process intercommunication primitives. Each process has its own private register and can read all others. The addresses/names each one uses for the others are possibly different: Processes p and q address the register of process r in a way not known to each other. For n processes and > 0, the protocol uses a name space of size (1 + )n and O(n log n log log n) running time (read/writes to shared bits) with probability at least 1−o(1), and O(n log 2 n) overall expected running time. The protocol is based on the wait-free implementation of a novel α-Test&SetOnce object that randomly and fast selects a winner from a set of q contenders with probability at least α in the face of the strongest possible adaptive adversary.
Introduction
A naming protocol concurrently executed by each process out of a subset of n processes selects for the host process a unique name from a common name space. The name space should be small, preferably of size n. The processes may or may not have a name to start with. If they do, the resulting variant of the naming problem is called the renaming problem.
In a distributed or concurrent system, distinct names are useful and sometimes mandatory in a variety of situations including mutual exclusion, resource allocation, leader election and choice coordination. In such cases a naming protocol can be put to good use. When processes are created and terminated dynamically-a common occurrence in distributed and concurrent systems-the name space may grow while the number of processes remains bounded. A renaming procedure is used to size down the name space. Examples of network protocols that crash on duplicate names or perform more efficiently for small name ranges are found in [23] and [26] . A naming protocol is also useful in allocation of identical resources with a name as a permit to a resource. Since our algorithms are wait-free (see below) they are also highly fault-tolerant. Managing the assignment of resources to competing processes corresponds to a repetitive variant of the naming problem [6] . In the sequel we also write "key" for "name" and "key range" for "name space."
Interprocess Communication. We use interprocess communication through shared memory and allow arbitrarily initialized shared memory (dirty memory model) as in [19] . Shared memory primitives such as wait-free atomic read/write registers [17, 18] are widely used in the theory of distributed algorithms [12] . A deterministic protocol executed by n processes is wait-free if there is a finite function f such that every non-faulty process terminates its protocol executing a number ≤ f (n) of steps regardless of the other processes execution speeds (or crash failures). In other words, a waitfree solution is (n − 1)-resilient to process crash failures. A randomized protocol is wait-free if f (n) upper bounds the expectation of the number of steps, where the expectation is taken over all randomized system executions against the worst-case adversary in the class of adversaries considered (in our results the adaptive adversaries). Our constructions below use single-writer multi-reader wait-free atomic registers as constructed in [25, 18] and used in [7, 8, 15] . We also write "shared variable" for "register."
Anonymous Communication Model. Every register can be written by exactly one process and can be read by all other processes-this way the writing process can send messages to the other processes. If the processes use a common index scheme for other processes registers (an initial consistent numbering among the processes as it is called in [7, 8, 15] ), then optimal naming is trivial by having every process rank its own number among the other values and choose that rank-number as its key. To make the problem nontrivial, every process has its own private register and can read all other registers but the processes use possibly different index schemes. That is, processes p and q each address a register owned by process r in a possibly different way not known to each other. This may happen in large dynamically changing systems where the consistency requirement is difficult or impossible to maintain [19] or in cryptographical systems where consistency is to be avoided. In this model we cannot use the consensus protocols of [4, 5, 14] or the test-and-set implementation outlined in [2] .
Symmetric Shared Memory. Another way to prevent trivial ranking is using the symmetric shared memory model. A shared memory is symmetric if it consists of a set of identical processes communicating through a pool of shared variables each of which is read and written by all processes [16, 10] .
Complexity Measures. The computational complexity of distributed deterministic algorithms using shared memory is commonly expressed in number and type of intercommunication primitives required and the maximum number of sequential read/writes by any single process in a system execution. Local computation is usually ignored. We use waitfree atomic read/write registers as primitives. Such primitives must be ultimately implemented wait-free from singlereader single-writer wait-free atomic read/write bits (that in turn are implementable from mathematical versions of hardware "flip-flops" [17] ). The most efficient such implementations use [18] to reduce a multiuser multivalue register to single-reader single-writer multivalue registers, and [17] to reduce the latter to single-reader single-writer bits. To standardize complexity and to make comparisons to other algorithms unambiguous we express time-and space complexity in terms of read/writes to the elementary shared bits.
Randomization. The algorithms executed by each process are randomized by having the process flip coins (access a private random number generator). In our randomized algorithms the answers are always correct-each process always gets a unique key-but with small probability the protocol takes a long time to finish. We use the customary assumption that the coin flip and subsequent write to shared memory are separate atomic actions. To express the computational complexity of our algorithms we use (i) the worst-case complexity with probability 1 − o(1), or (ii) the expected complexity, over all system executions and with respect to the randomization by the processes and the worst-case scheduling strategy of an adaptive adversary.
Previous Work. The agreement problem in the deterministic model of computation (shared memory or message passing) is unsolvable in the presence of faults [11, 13, 20] . Surprisingly, [6] showed that the renaming problem, which requires a nontrivial form of interprocess "agreement," is solvable in the message passing model. Their solution is t-resilient-up to t crash failures are tolerated-and uses a name space of size only n + t, but it takes exponential time (in n). This protocol was later transformed in [7] to two solutions for the asynchronous, shared memory model that are wait-free and achieve running times of (n + 1)4 n and n 2 + 1 and key range sizes of 2n − 1 and (n 2 + n)/2, respectively. Recently, [9] demonstrated a wait-free long-lived shared memory implementation for renaming k out of n processes, using O(k 3 ) steps and achieving key range size O(k 2 ). For a deterministic, wait-free solution in the asynchronous, shared memory model a key range of size 2n − 1 is necessary [15] .
The above results use asymmetric shared memory in the form of single-writer multi-reader wait-free atomic read/write registers and each "step" reads or writes one such register. Moreover, the global address of each register is known to all.
There is a plethora of other work on the naming problem using shared memory cited in [19, 16, 10] . We discuss what is relevant to this paper. In [16] it is shown that using bounded symmetric shared memory, both a deterministic solution and a randomized wait-free solution against an adaptive adversary (Appendix A) are impossible. They give a wait-free randomized unbounded symmetric shared memory solution against a fair adaptive adversary with a key range of size n and a logarithmic expected number of rounds-time units during which every process makes at least one step-assuming log n-bit registers. They show that unbounded memory is also necessary against an adaptive adversary. They also give an O(log n) expected time solution with key range size n against a fair oblivious adversary using O(n) shared memory consisting of log n-bit registers. Independently, [10] gave a randomized solution in the bounded symmetric memory model with key range size n running in expected O(n 6 ) time against a fair oblivious adversary using O(n 4 ) shared atomic multiwriter, multireader bits.
To summarize: For asynchronous bounded shared memory, in the asymmetric case deterministic wait-free solutions are expensive (in terms of achievable key range) and in the symmetric case both deterministic wait-free solutions and randomized wait-free solutions assuming an adaptive adversary are impossible. The remaining case is treated below.
Present Results. We show that randomization can yield waitfree, inexpensive solutions in terms of time, space, and key range for asynchronous asymmetric bounded shared memory models (single-writer multi-reader wait-free atomic shared registers). We use the anonymous communication model were processes have no initial names (equivalently, have no global consistent indexing of the other processors). Our construction requires several algorithms that in the end give a randomized wait-free naming algorithm. We assume the adaptive adversary (the strongest adversary).
Our first algorithm is the implementation of an α-Test&SetOnce object: a one-shot test-and-set that guarantees that among the q ≤ n competing processes invoking it, there will be a unique winner with probability α, where α is a parameter that can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1. The object is safe; that is, at most one process can be a winner. When invoked by q (out of n) processes, it uses O(log q) 1-writer n-reader shared bits per process. The running time is O(n log q) read/writes on such bits. These properties are shown in Theorem 1. In our applications we typically have q = O(log n) with high probability. Using more complex primitives, the object can be implemented by: (a) using n copies of 1-writer n-reader O(log log q)-bit read/write registers with running time of O(n log q) read/writes on these registers, or (b) a single n-writer n-reader 1-writer-percomponent n-component composite register with log log nbit components (snapshot memory [3, 1] ) with running time O(log q) read/writes per process on the composite register.
The second algorithm is a wait-free naming algorithm, Segment , using α-Test&SetOnce objects. Given any > 0, Segment uses a name space of size (1 + )n, where n is the number of processes. The protocol is always correct in the sense that all non-faulty processes receive distinct names. The running time is a random variable whose value is O(n log n log log n) bit operations with high probability. By "high probability" we mean that the probability that the running time exceeds the above value is o(1), a quantity that tends to 0 as n grows, Lemma 3. In fact, we prove that the maximum running time among all non-crashing processes is O(n log n log log n) bit operations with probability 1 − o (1) . It is still possible that the expectation of the running time over all coin flip sequences is infinite. Our next Theorem 2 shows that with a minor modification a proof similar to that of Lemma 3 demonstrates that the expected running time of the modified protocols of the involved processes can be bounded by O(n log 2 n) and hence Segment is "wait-free." The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Appendix A spell out our assumptions and our model of computation. Appendix B shows that the simple approach doesn't work and motivates the introduction of the α-Test&SetOnce object in Sect. 3. This object is used in Sect. 4 to obtain the naming protocol.
Preliminaries
Processes are sequentially executed finite programs with bounded local variables communicating through singlewriter, multi-reader bounded wait-free atomic registers (shared variables). The latter are a common model for interprocess communication through shared memory as discussed briefly in Sect. 1. For details see [17, 18] and for use and motivation in distributed protocols see [7, 8, 15] .
Shared Registers, anonymous communication, atomicity
Every read/write register is owned by one process. Only the owner of a register can write it, while all the other processes can read it. In one step a process can either: (i) read the value of a register, (ii) write a value to one of its own registers, or (iii) possibly flip a local coin (invoke a random number generator that returns a random bit), followed by some local computation. The communication is anonymous: While each process has its own private register and can read all others, the addresses/names each one uses for the others are possibly different: Processes p and q each address the register of process r in a way not known to each other.
We require the system to be atomic: every step of a process can be thought to take place in an indivisible instance of time and in every indivisible time instance at most one step by one process is executed. The atomicity requirement induces in each actual system execution total orders on the set of all of the steps by the different processes, on the set of steps of every individual process, and on the set of read/write operations executed on each individual register. The state of the system gives for each process: the contents of the program counter, the contents of the local variables, and the contents of the owned shared registers. Since processes execute sequential programs, in each state every process has at most a single step to be executed next. Such steps are enabled in that state. There is an adversary scheduling demon that in each state decides which enabled step is executed next, and thus determines the sequence of steps of the system execution. There are two main types of adversaries: the oblivious adversary that uses a fixed schedule independent of the system execution, and the much stronger adaptive adversary that dynamically adapts the schedule based on the past initial segment of the system execution. Our results hold against the adaptive adversary-the strongest adversary possible.
The computational complexity of a randomized distributed algorithm in an adversarial setting and the corresponding notion of wait-freeness require careful definitions.
To not distract the reader we delegated the rigorous novel formulation of adversaries as restricted measures over the set of system executions to the Appendix A. We believe it is interesting in its own right and will be useful elsewhere.
For now we assume that the notions of system execution, wait-freeness, adaptive adversary, and expected complexity are familiar. A randomized distributed algorithm is wait-free if the expected number of read/writes to shared memory by every participating process is bounded by a finite function f (n), where n is the number of processes. The expectation is taken over the probability measure over all randomized system executions against the worst-case adaptive adversary.
Obvious strategy doesn't work
In Appendix B we analyze a naming strategy that first comes to mind and show it doesn't work out in the sense that f (n) bounding the expected number of read/writes to shared memory is at least exponential. Namely, as soon as there is more than one process claiming a key the adversary can make all such processes fail. This problem can be resolved by a test-and-set mechanism that ensures a winner among a set of claiming processes. However, existing constructions such as [2] require all processes to have a consistent numberingthe model is not anonymous. As pointed out in the introduction, this would render the naming problem trivial: just rank the numbering and choose your rank as a key, see also [7, 8, 15] . To resolve this problem we introduce a probabilistic α-Test&SetOnce object that selects a winner with high probability and doesn't require a consistent initial numbering among the processes.
Probabilistic α-Test&SetOnce object
An α-Test&SetOnce object shared by n processes is a probabilistic, wait-free object with the following functionality:
For every 0 ≤ α < 1 we can construct the object such that when it is concurrently invoked by any subset of the user processes it selects a winner with probability ≥ α. If there are q ≤ n processes competing for the same object, then the maximum number of shared bit accesses performed by any process has expectation O(n log q). Typically, q := O(log n) so that the expectation is O(n log log n).
The object is based on the following property of the geometric distribution. Suppose there are q random variables X i identically and geometrically distributed, Pr[
k . Then, with "good probability" there will be a unique maximum, X i > X j for some i and all j / = i.
Synchronous algorithm
Consider n processes numbered 1 through n and an
enter the competition which is expressed by initially setting a 1,pi := 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ q and filling the remainder of A with zero entries. The game is divided into rounds k := 1, 2, . . .. In each round, every process that is still in the game independently flips an identical coin with probability s of success and s − 1 of failure. In each round k, every process p i with a k,pi = 1 flips its coin. If p i 's coin flip is successful then it steps forward (sets a k+1,pi := 1) else it backs-off (resets a l,pi := 0 (1 ≤ l ≤ k) and exits). In each round there are three mutually-exclusive possible outcomes: (i) exactly one process steps forward and all others back-off-the process is declared the winner and the game ends; (ii) all processes back-off, in which case the game ends with no winner; (iii) more than one process steps forward, in which case the game continues, until one of the two aforementioned events occurs. Let f (q) denote the probability that the game ends with a winner for an initial number q of competing processes. The exact behavior of f (q) seems hard to analyze. Fortunately, the next lemma gives an easy proof of a statement that is good enough for our purposes. We define f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that after the first coin flip, k out of q initial processes step forward. Since the number of rows available for the game is unbounded, the probability of having a winner at this point is exactly f (k). Let X be a random variable denoting the number of processes that step forward. Then, the probability of the game ending with a winner is:
Recalling that f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1, this equation can be rewritten as:
The probability of having exactly k out of q processes stepping forward to the next row is given by
For the case q = 2, these two equations give
which implies the first part of the lemma. We prove the second part of the lemma by induction. The base case, f (2) ≥ f (2), is trivial. For the inductive step, assume that f (k) ≥ f (2) for all 2 ≤ k < q. Using (1) and (2), it follows from the induction hypothesis that
The last inequality is equivalent to
which can be verified using (2) and (3).
The next lemma shows that, with high probability, the game ends very quickly with a winner. 
An important corollary of this lemma is that, by choosing s and r appropriately, the probability of having a winner within O(log q) rows can be set arbitrarily close to 1. In other words, infinitely many rows are not needed (but simplify the analysis). If we want a probability of success of α = 1 − we need to satisfy
By setting s = 1 − /2 the number of rows needed would be only r ≈ (2/ ) log(n/ ). For instance, for α = .9 we would need r ≈ 20(log n + 4) and for α = .99 we would need r ≈ 200(log n + 7).
Asynchronous implementation
Let the entries of matrix A correspond to the states of 1-writer n-reader bits and let there be only r rows, so A is an r × n matrix. The j-th bit of each array can be written only by process j but can be read by all processes. Even though in an asynchronous system a process cannot determine whether it reached a certain row alone or whether slower processes will eventually reach the same row, it suffices that it can determine whether it is lucky: the geometric distribution ensures that a process that has not backed-off after many rows (say k ≈ log n) is, with high probability, the only one left. Trivially, to be lucky at row
is necessary to be a winner and, as we will show, to be lucky at row r is sufficient to be a winner. Proof. In Fig. 1 Fig. 1 , the process checks whether the object is currently occupied by other processes trying to grab the key or whether initial memory is dirty (possibly by a previous competition). If so, then it exits reporting a failure by way of line 9. Line 9 resets all bits a[i, p] (1 ≤ i ≤ r) owned by the process to 0 to clean its "own" possibly dirty memory for future tries. (Of course, this needs to be done only once at the start of each process and we can add a line of code to this effect.) Lines 2 through 8 implement the following algorithm: Determine if you are lucky at the current row. If yes, then step forward with probability 1, otherwise with probability s. The value of s is the same for all processes. A process wins if it is lucky at row r, otherwise it fails. We will show below that at most one process can win and hence that the protocol is safe. Before exiting by reporting a failure, the protocol "cleans up" its private bit array (line 9). This is done to make the object reusable if no process wins and no crashes occur so that eventually every non faulty process gets a name. From a probabilistic point of view it is immaterial whether the coins are flipped synchronously or asynchronously. Because the coin flips are independent, the rate at which processes back off remains essentially unchanged which is the key to the probabilistic analysis of the asynchronous process. Another main ingredient in the proof is a simple upper bound on the number of lucky processes per
The relevant properties of the protocol are: Liveness: every non faulty process executes the protocol for a bounded number of steps, regardless of other processes speeds or crash failures; safety: at most one process wins; and, if the number of rows is O(log q) then the probability that among q ≤ n competing processes there is a winner is α-a parameter that can be set arbitrarily close to 1.
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Claim 1 (Liveness)
In the remainder of the section we consider a system of q ≤ n processes executing the protocol of Fig. 1 , and executions for this system such that no crashes occur and show that in this case a process gets a key-and hence it is captured-with probability α. Consequently, among the processes that do not back off, at most one can be lucky at a certain row. As for the processes which do back off, all of them could be lucky. Consider for instance processes b 1 , b 2 and b 3 standing at row row and suppose that the adversary freezes the first two. It is possible for b 3 to step ahead and to be lucky at row row+1 and that eventually b 3 and all other processes ahead of b 1 1 In the case of crashes we need not bother to estimate the probability. This is because the adversary is forced to "sacrifice" processes: for every invokation either some process crashes or one process wins the game with probability α ≈ 1. Given enough objects, all non-faulty processes will sooner or later get a key. The problem, discussed below, is how to make this happen fast for all processes using as few objects as possible. and b 2 back off. Doing this they all reinitialize their bits to zero (line 9 of the protocol in Fig. 1 ). Afterwards, b 2 could be unfrozen by the adversary and be lucky at row row + 1 and back off later. And so on.
Claim 3 (Safety). At most one process can win.
Proof. A process that is lucky at row r will not back-off.
In particular it will not clean up its row of bits (line 9 of the protocol). Hence, having two lucky processes at row r contradicts Claim 2.
Claim 4.
Consider the set of executions such that no process crashes occur and such that the bits of the α-Test&SetOnce object are initialized correctly to 0. Then, the success probability of α-TasOnce with q ≤ n invoking processes is at least
Proof. Intuitively, the aim of the adversary is to prevent a process from winning. We will bound the probability that the adversary succeeds by increasing its power. Since we assume that no crashes occur, there are only two ways for the adversary to prevent a win from occurring: Either two or more processes reach row r or all processes back off prior to row r. We make "two copies" of the game and allow the adversary to play both. That is, we consider two objects, each invoked by the same number of processes; in one game the adversary will try to maximize the probability that the first of the two "spoiling" events occurs and in the other it tries to maximize the probability of the second "spoiling" event. The adversary succeeds if it wins at least one of the two games. Clearly, this is an upper bound on the probability that it succeeds by playing just one game. Consider the first case and focus on the subset C of processes that do not back-off. The adversary can bring one process p to row r with probability 1. What is the probability that another process p ∈ C reaches row r? (Processes not in C do not reach row r by definition.) By Claim 2, at each row at most one process in C can be lucky. Therefore p reaches row r only if there is a sequence of coin tosses that brings some process p 1 from row 1 to row 2, another process p 2 from row 2 to row 3, and so on. These processes might be the same or different but, in any case, the probability of these consecutive successes is s r . Hence the probability that the adversary spoils the game in this case is
Pr[p i reaches row r]
= q Pr[p reaches row r] = qs r .
Consider now the other case. Since we assume that no crashes occur, all participating processes must toss their coins until they either back off or reach row r. How long it takes is immaterial because the coin flips are independent. Since we are interested in the probability that they all back off before row r it is disadvantageous for the adversary to have some of the processes stepping forward with probability 1. Indeed, these probability 1 events only increase the number of forward steps of some processes. Hence, the probability of having no winner can be bounded as in the synchronous game, namely by 1 − f (2) + ns r .
Setting r := log q the theorem is proven.
The analysis above uses 1-writer n-reader 1-bit registers as intercommunication primitives. Of course, if we use more complex primitives then the complexity figures decrease.
Corollary 1 For every 0 < s < 1, there is an implementation of an α-Test&SetOnce object that succeeds with probability at least α := 2s/(1 + s) − o(1) (provided no processes crash) and invoked by q out of n processes it uses n copies of 1-writer n-reader O(log log q)-bit shared read/write variables and its running time is O(n log q) read/writes of shared variables.
Proof. We can replace each array a[1..r, p] of α-TasOnce  by a single O(log log q) -bit variable which is used as a counter which counts up to r = c log q, and simplify the protocol in the obvious way.
In [3] the notion of "composite register" or "snapshot object" is constructed from multi-user wait-free atomic read/write registers. A composite register is useful to obtain a "snapshot" of the states of a set (or all) shared variables in a system. It is a wait-free read/write register R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ) where each R i can be written by some process (without changing R j (j / = i)) and each process can atomically read all of (R 1 , . . . , R m ) . Since the atomic accesses are linearly ordered by definition each read by a process gives it a snapshot of the contents of all shared variables R 1 , . . . , R m .
Corollary 2 For every 0 < s < 1, there is an implementation of an α-Test&SetOnce object, that succeeds with probability at least α := 2s/(1 + s) − o(1) (provided no processes crash) and for q out of n processes it uses a single n-writer nreader 1-writer-per-component n-component composite register with log log n-bit components and its running time is O(log q) read/writes on the composite register.
Proof. The array of counters of the previous corollary can be replaced by a composite register, aka snapshot object, as defined in [3, 1] . This improves the complexity figures and would simplify the protocol, given the availability of a snapshot object implementation.
A wait-free naming protocol
We base our wait-free randomized naming protocol on the α-Test&SetOnce object. There are n competing processes p 1 , . . . , p n and the key space consists of m α-Test&SetOnce objects-one for each key.
Simple but too hard to analyze strategy
At first glance a simple strategy (as in Appendix B) may suffice: Each process repeatedly invokes an object selected uniformly at random, until it succeeds in getting a key (and no other process can get that key). On average, we expect αm objects to fire correctly in the sense that they assign their key to one of the invoking processes. By choosing m := n/(αβ) to take care of random fluctuations, we can ensure that every process eventually gets a key.
The running time of this simple strategy seems hard to analyze. At any point in time, there will be a set of still competing processes to be matched with a set of available keys. The number of available objects determines the probability of getting a key (the randomly selected object must at least be available). In turn, this probability determines the number of rounds needed for the slowest process before it gets a key. The problem is that the number of empty objects at any given round depends on what the adversary does; processes can be stopped or let go to occupy an object. It is not clear to us how to frame all possible adversarial strategies.
Trickier but easy to analyze strategy Segment
By imposing just a little bit of structure on the way the objects can be invoked it is possible to come up with a simple and efficient protocol Segment amenable to a clean analysis. Set
where α is the reliability of the α-Test&SetOnce object and β is a parameter which will take care of random fluctuations. We will show below that β ≈ (1 − 2 ) for some other parameter to be determined later, where can be taken arbitrarily small (but must be fixed). Therefore, by setting α = 1 − , we have m ≈ (1 + 3 )n. We divide the key space into segments, each of length
where c is a constant to be specified later and "ln" denotes the natural logarithm. We think of each segment as a ring of objects, where the i-th and the (i + l s )-th objects in a segment are the same. The protocol is shown in Fig. 2 and is as follows. Each process selects a random key start ∈ {1, . . . , m}; this automatically determines a segment whose initial position we denote by l. The processes will then start invoking keys by "walking" around the segment, that is, a process will first try to get a key by invoking the α-Test&SetOnce object corresponding to its first random choice start; then, if necessary, it will invoke the next (modulo l s ) object in the ring, and so on, until it gets back to the starting point start. As we shall see, with high probability, every process will get a key before reaching this point. In the extremely unlikely event that some process will not find a key in its segment, the whole key range is scanned repeatedly until a key is found (Phase 2 of the protocol). This will ensure that all processes eventually get a name.
Lemma 3 For every 0 < α, β < 1, protocol Segment solves the naming problem for n processes using m = n/(αβ) α-Test&SetOnce objects. The protocol is safe and correct. With probability 1 − o(1) the running time is O(n log n log log n) read/writes to 1-writer, n-reader shared atomic bits.
Proof. We show that, with high probability, all processes in a segment will be captured-they will find their key or crash inside the segment. Therefore, every α-Test&SetOnce object is invoked O(l s ) = O(log n) times with high probability as well. Consequently, we can apply Theorem 1 with q := O(log n). For non-faulty processes this means that they will find the key within the segment. First, we show that the processes distribute evenly among the segments. Let
Then,
Pr[process p selects s] = cαβ ln n so that the probability that some segment receives more that (1 + )µ s processes is ≤ 2/n = o(1).
We also need to ensure that every segment captures all of its processes. Here we need to take care of the adversary. Basically the problem is as follows. Whenever an object is invoked, the adversary may or may not crash a process during its object invocation; when this happens we say that the object is corrupt. Consider the case when one process walks around the whole segment without finding a key. When this happens all objects in the segment are invoked. If a is the number of corrupt objects then each of the (l s − a)-many non-corrupt objects succeeds with probability α independently of other objects. In other words, we are considering l s − a Bernoulli trials with probability of success equal to α, where "success" means that some of the invoking processes is given a key. Notice that for small values of l s − a large deviations from the mean are more likely. Therefore, it is advantageous for the adversary to crash processes, thereby corrupting objects, in the hope that some of the segments will not capture all of its processes (while our aim is to ensure that all segments will capture their processes). We now show that with an appropriate choice of the constant c this almost surely never happens.
With the above notation, and recalling our definition of captured, the expected number of captured processes is at least a + α(l s − a).
"At least" because for each corrupt object the adversary must crash at least one process. By the Chernoff bounds, the true number of captured processes is at least
with probability at least
We know that with high probability each segment has at most P s = (1 + )cαβ ln n processes. A straightforward computation shows that P s ≤ a+(1− )α(l s −a) for every a ≥ 0 as long as
What is left to verify is that, no matter how a is chosen by the adversary, all segments capture their processes with high probability. To this end, notice that a ≤ P s and therefore l s − a ≥ l s − P s , which implies that the probability that a segment fails to capture its processes is at most
a bound which is independent of the adversary. A straightforward computation shows that this exceptional probability is at most 2/n 2 provided that
Since there are m/l s < n segments, the probability that some segment fails is ≤ 2/n = o (1) . Together with Equation 5, this gives that with probability 1 − o(1) each process finds a key within O(log n) object invocations. (Similarly, every object is invoked O(l s ) = O(log n) times with probability 1 − o(1).) By Theorem 1 every object invocation has running time O(n log log n) reads/writes to 1-writer, n-reader 1-bit atomic registers. Thus, the maximum running time among all non-crashing processes is O(n log n log log n) bit operations with probability 1 − o (1) .
But is the protocol safe: does every process obtain a distinct key under every circumstance? If a process fails to find a key in its segment it scans the whole key space until a key is found. We saw in Sect. 3 that the α-Test&SetOnce objects are safe, they never give the key to more than one process. Since there are more objects than processes and non-corrupt objects can be invoked repeatedly until they assign the key, sooner or later every correct process will find a key (with probability 1). The lemma is proven.
Lemma 3 does not imply that the average running time over all coin flip sequences of outcomes used by the processes involved (the expected running time) is O(n log n log log n) bit operations-the expected running time may still be infinite. This expectation has to be bounded to meet our definition of "wait-freeness" in Appendix A.
To achieve a bounded expected running time we need to use O(n log n) bit operations per object invocation, rather than O(n log log n). To see the problem, recall that Theorem 1 states that the object succeeds with probability α, provided O(n log q) bits are used, where q is the number of competing processes. If q = Θ(n) then O(n log n) bits must be used (or otherwise the bound given by Lemma 2 becomes worthless). Although a very unlikely event, it is entirely possible that linearly many processes fail in their segment and start scanning the whole key space. In such cases, the average running time will be high because it would take an exponentially long time before each of the scanning processes gets a key. But if we are willing to use O(n log n) bits per α-Test&SetOnce object, the average running time will still be only O(n log 2 n) bit operations.
Theorem 2 For every 0 < α, β < 1, protocol Segment solves the naming problem for n processes using m = n/αβ α-Test&SetOnce objects. The protocol is wait-free, safe and correct. The expected running time is O(n log 2 n) read/writes to 1-writer, n-reader shared atomic bits.
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 3, the probability that a process has to resort to scanning the whole key space is o(1). If we denote by a the total number of corrupt keys, then by the time the process has scanned the whole space there have been m−a > 3 n non corrupt objects, each firing independently with probability α. Then, with probability at least 1 − 2 exp{−δ 2 α n} (a bound independent of a) at least (1 − δ)α(m − a) ≥ n − a object are assigned a key, implying that each of the m − a correct processes receives a (unique) key. Define p kn := 2 exp{−δ 2 α kn/3}. Then, with probability at most p 2n a second scan is needed, and so on. The average running time, in bit operations, is at most
It is clear that the above together with Claim 3 and Claim 1 imply that protocol Segment is a wait-free solution for the process naming problem even in the average sense. The theorem is proven.
Remark 1.
In practice the protocol will be much faster for most of the keys, because the expected number of processes per object after the first random object is selected is n/m < 1. Also, a very large fraction of the processes will need just one invocation to get a key; well-known results on martingale inequalities state that when n processes select a random key out of m keys, the fraction of keys chosen by some process is very nearly n(1 − e −m/n ) > n(1 − 1/e). Hence, with high probability, very nearly αn(1 − 1/e) processes will get a key after just one invocation of an α-Test&SetOnce object.
Remark 2.
Similar results hold if we implement the α-Test&SetOnce object with 1-writer n-reader O(log log n)-bit shared read/write variables or n-writer n-reader 1-writerper-component n-component composite registers with log log n-bit components (as in Corollaries 1, 2).
We thank the referees for their constructive comments which resulted in a substantial improvement of the presentation. and E i = E i−1 s i c i , for i > 0. The adversary is "adaptive" since it schedules the process executing the next step based on the complete knowledge of the initial segment of the system execution including the random outcomes of past coin flips. It can arbitrarily delay processes or even crash them by not executing enabled steps of particular processes. Below we express the strongest adversary (adaptive, with infinite computing power, and so on) as a probability measure on the set of executions as in [28] . Without loss of generality we assume that the only randomized steps the protocols use are fair coin flips.
Definition 2
Assume the above notation. An adaptive adversary is a probability measure A on Ω satisfying: The first two conditions-already implied by the notion of probability measure-are included for completeness. The third condition ensures that the adversary has no control over the outcome of a fair coin flip: both outcomes are equally likely. This definition is readily generalized to biased coins and multi-branch decisions. Now that adversaries have been defined, we can define the expected length E(E i , j) of process p j 's final execution following a finite initial execution segment E i . Let E be an infinite execution starting with E i . Let l Ei,j (E ) be the number of non-idle steps of process p j following E i in E .
Definition 3 Assume the above notation. Define
Since the summation includes the case k = ∞ the expected length is infinite if (but not necessarily only if) the set of infinite histories in which an operation execution has infinitely many events, has positive measure. The normalization w.r.t. E i gives the adversary a free choice of 'starting' configuration. The running time of a deterministic protocol is the maximum number of non-idle steps, taken over all legal executions, executed by a non faulty process.
Definition 4 An implementation of a concurrent object
shared between n processes is wait-free, if there is a finite bound f (n) such that for all adversaries A and for all E i , j, the expected length E(E i , j) ≤ f (n).
Appendix B: Simple approach does not work
A related observation was made with respect to the symmetric communication model in [10] . In our case we use the Method of Bounded Differences (MOBD) [21] . Suppose we have n independent random variables X i each taking values in a finite set A i and let Y = f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a measurable 
where µ = E[Y ]. We will use this in a ball-and-bin scenario, where X i denotes the bin where ball i ends up and Y will measure things such as the number of bins with exactly k balls, the number of bins with at least k balls, and the like. In these cases, it easy to see that c i = 1 for all i and the bound becomes
Pr |Y − µ| > µ ≤ 2e
We have n processes and a name space of size m = (1 + c)n (0 ≤ c ≤ 1). For a naming algorithm to be good, we want both c and the running time to be as small as possible.
The most obvious naming algorithm works as follows: Every process chooses uniformly and independently a tentative random key and checks whether it is the only process claiming that key. If so, the process secures the key. Otherwise, it tries another random key, and so on.
To check whether a process is the only claimant for a key we use the following mechanism. For each key k there is an array b[k, 1. .n] where bit b [k, p] is owned by process p (1 ≤ p ≤ n). All bits can be read by all processes. Upon choosing a specific key value k, a process sets its own bit b[k, p] to 1 and subsequently reads the other bits of the array b[k, 1. .n] to see whether it is the only claimant, Fig. 3 . If a process was alone a Success is returned, otherwise a Failure. Notice that the bit b[k, p] is reset to 0 in case of failure so that a process can try again.
It is easy to verify that this solution is safe in the sense that no two processes ever get the same key. It is more difficult to see that its running time is unsatisfactory: for c < 1 there are adversarial strategies that force some process to take exponentially many steps with high probability. The problem is that the adversary knows the key k chosen by a process p before p executes its subsequent W RIT E(b[k, p], 1) step. Therefore, the adversary can postpone the execution of this step until some other process q chooses the same key k. At this point, the adversary schedules the steps of p and q such that both of them don't secure key k. 1) we say that the process is claiming k. Let λ = 1/(1 + c) so that n = λm, and fix some < λ.
The adversary schedules all processes in turn to perform their first random choices. Define event A as "at least n keys are chosen by exactly two processes." A standard application of the MOBD above shows that the probability that A does not occur is at most e −c1n , where c 1 is a constant depending only on and λ. The adversary selects n such keys and freezes the set F 1 of corresponding processes. The adversary schedules the operations of the remaining processes until each of them claims one of the remaining keys and no such key is claimed by more than one such process. (If more than one process claims one of these keys the adversary schedules events such that all but one of them back off and try again until they are unique claimants for other keys.) At this point, there are at least (1 − 2 )n = (1 − 2 )λm keys that are claimed by a unique process. Call these the red keys. Now the processes in F 1 are unfrozen. The adversary schedules their operations so that their first attempts fail and all of them do a second tentative random key choice. Define event B as " n red keys are claimed by exactly one process in F 1 " and let F 2 be the set of processes claiming those keys (each such key is now claimed by exactly two processes). Then |F 2 | = |F 1 | and the adversary can repeat the scenario with F 2 substituted for F 1 . A tedious, but standard, application of the MOBD shows that the probability that B does not occur is at most e −c2n , where, again, c 2 is a constant depending only on and λ. Therefore, with high probability the adversary will be able to force some process to try an exponential number of keys.
